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Creativity, Innovation, and Leadership through Art

T H I S PA S T Y E A R has been remarkable in so many ways—we have acquired amazing

works of art; hosted well-reviewed exhibitions; brought in speakers from around the coun-

try who addressed capacity audiences; and reached a degree of faculty involvement that

we would barely have dreamed of a year ago—fully 82 different courses from 24 distinct

disciplines! But this is no time for us to rest on our laurels.

This fall we embark on a three-year plan to advance “Creativity, Innovation, and

Leadership through Art.” The plan targets three broad areas for the evolution of the

Museum—our program, our collection, and our staff.

Building on our success in reaching deep into academic life on campus, we can now

address one of the most ambitious goals of the College: training Mount Holyoke College

students to take on leadership roles after they graduate. The literature on leadership iden-

tifies a particular facet that the Museum can indeed support: creativity. Almost every field

of endeavor identifies creativity as one of the most salient characteristics of emerging

leaders. If the Museum can assist in teaching, inspiring, encouraging, and practicing cre-

ativity, then it will take “teaching with art” to a whole new level, actively linking creativity,

innovation, and leadership through art.

Encouraging these skills will inform our programmatic decision-making during the

coming years. We will continue to present lively and diverse exhibitions and programs,

but each will have a direct connection to our overall aim. Our student visits will include

skill-training exercises designed to increase their comfort with the creative process. Our

exhibitions will emphasize the ways in which the included artists worked through the cre-

ative challenges they faced (or established for themselves). And our lectures will evoke the

idea that, although there are many paths to artistic success, there are some overarching

characteristics that link productive artists—not just to one another, but to professionals

working in a wide variety of fields.

Our September 20th talk by sculptor Kenneth Snelson will launch the new plan, acting

as a keynote address for the creativity initiative. The Museum also will display one of his

iconic towers in the main Museum lobby all semester. Snelson’s work straddles art and

physics so seamlessly that it is tempting to describe his artistic medium as physics, though

it would not be off base to think of his activities as physics research expressed in sculpture.

His career represents many aspects of creativity addressed in our new plan, from his abili-

ty to think in ways that diverge from well-worn paths of inquiry to the creation of work

that clearly articulates his ideas. In recognition of his talent, he has been selected as the

artist to collaborate with the architecture and engineering firm Skidmore, Owings, and

Merrill to design the tower that will sit atop the Freedom Tower at One World Trade

Center. Snelson is an inspiration for creative thought and action; and his visit to the

campus will set the tone for the Museum’s new direction.
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In addition, following up on last fall’s celebration of the Museum’s 135th anniversary,

we are redoubling our attention to the collection. With over 17,000 objects in the Art

Museum, and another 7,000 in the Joseph Allen Skinner Museum, MHCAM has a lot to

offer. This fall, we take a moment to celebrate the collection as it stands with four new

exhibitions and two gallery reinstallations—all drawn from the Museum’s holdings. The

exhibitions include: Kara Walker: Harper’s Pictorial History of the Civil War (Annotated);

Against the Wall: Contemporary Art from the Collection; Encounters: Faces of the Ancient

Americas; and African American Artists and the Experimental Printmaking Institute: The Janet

Hickey Tague ’66 Collection. We have also re-installed the American and Ancient galleries.

Returning students, faculty and visitors this fall will find all nine galleries dedicated to the

wonders of the Mount Holyoke collections.

Over the past year, we have been quietly working to expand our holdings. Continuing

the 135th anniversary festivities, the Museum has embarked on a campaign to add 135

new gifts of art to the collection over the next two years. To date, supporters have donat-

ed over 100 works, ranging from a Flemish Baroque painting to modernist photographs.

This initiative has the potential to significantly increase both the depth and breadth of the

holdings at MHCAM. The Art Museum is building on its very solid foundation and will

continue growing the collection to be among the best in the country. When all 135 gifts

have been received, they will be included in a celebratory exhibition with a fully illustrated

catalogue.

The final area of our plan aims to expand our permanent staff. We have been very for-

tunate in receiving from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation significant matching funds to

help endow the salary of the Coordinator of Academic Affairs. Supported by a grant from

the Mellon Foundation since 2009, this position has been the key to the Museum’s success

in opening its collections to multiple faculty disciplines. Over the next three years the

Museum intends to raise the match necessary to make this position permanent.

I am grateful to all our staff, faculty advisors, and board members for helping shape a

plan that blends ambition with reason, and challenge with excitement. The next three

years have the potential to be game-changers for the Museum and with your help, we are

poised to make it all happen.
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Kara Walker: Harper’s Pictorial History of the Civil War (Annotated)

31 August–23 December 2012

T H R O U GHOU T H E R C A R E E R , Kara Walker has combined exquisite technique with

biting social commentary. Her large-scale print suite Harper’s Pictorial History of the Civil

War (Annotated) is considered by many to be her quintessential work in a multiple format

and among the most important works in her oeuvre to date. In it she juxtaposes Harper’s

version of the Civil War with images of her own that question the notion that slavery

ended with the war. Her works insist that we reconsider the semi-official narrative and the

true plight of both African Americans and women during the conflict and beyond—an

insistence that asserts the continuing centrality of race in our nation.

Beautifully drawn, and printed with rare skill, her prints vacillate between sumptuous-

ness and fury. Images originally published as wood engravings are enlarged through
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lithography and become backdrops for Walker’s signature silhouettes executed in silk

screen. The works were printed at the renowned LeRoy Neiman Center for Print Studies

in New York. The exhibition celebrates the Museum’s recent acquisition of the complete

15-image suite of prints.

The original two-volume anthology, Harper’s Pictorial History of the Civil War, is a col-

lection of images and essays intended by the editors to illustrate the history of that great

struggle. It was first published by Alfred H. Guernsey

and Henry Mills Alden in 1866 after the war had ended.

Kara Walker's education includes an MFA from the

Rhode Island School of Design in Painting / Print-mak-

ing, and a BFA in Painting / Printmaking at the Atlanta

College of Art. When she received the MacArthur

Award in 1997 (three years after completing her MFA)

she was one of the youngest recipients to date. She

represented the United States at the Bienal de São

Paulo in 2002 and has had numerous one-person exhi-

bitions including a full survey at the Walker Art Center

in 2007.

African American Artists and the Experimental

Printmaking Institute: The Janet Hickey Tague ’66

Collection

1 August–23 December 2012

This exhibition features a selection of outstanding works

on paper by prominent African American artists, all

produced at the acclaimed Experimental Printmaking

Institute (EPI) at Lafayette College in Easton, Pennsyl-

vania. On view are a range of printmaking processes including serigraphs, relief prints,

color etchings, and lithographs by eight internationally renowned artists: Emma Amos,

David C. Driskell, Melvin Edwards, Sam Gilliam, Robin Holder, Joseph Holston, Curlee

Raven Holton, and Faith Ringgold.

These important works were generously donated to the Museum in 2007–2008 by

Janet Hickey Tague ’66, former Mount Holyoke College Trustee and long-time EPI support-

er, thereby establishing the Tague collection of prints by African American artists. This gift

of 17 prints significantly enhanced the Museum’s holdings in this area and was an impor-

tant step in Mount Holyoke’s efforts to acquire key works by artists of color.

Under the direction of founder and master printer Professor Curlee Raven Holton,

the Experimental Printmaking Institute has become known for its dynamic and collabora-

tive approach allowing artists, students, and printers from diverse backgrounds to experi-

ment with traditional printmaking techniques and to create new bodies of work. Holton

established EPI in 1996 “as a way to create a living classroom that embraces diversity,

creativity, and collaboration.” Over the years, the Institute has generated works of art that

have been showcased internationally in traveling exhibitions and now figure prominently

in collections worldwide.
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Against the Wall: Contemporary Art

from the Collection

Opens 1 August 2012–ongoing

The contemporary relief sculptures brought togeth-

er in this exhibition are of many descriptions.

Though relief is probably not the first form that

comes to mind when we think of contemporary art,

it is actually quite prevalent. The challenges of

directly engaging the vertical plane of the wall pro-

vide artists unique creative opportunities. Against

the Wall explores some of the myriad ways artists

have addressed the wall in furthering their ideas in

three dimensions.

The sculptures are organized into four groups,

though most could fit into multiple categories.

Christopher Wilmarth, Bruce Robbins, and Loren

Madsen work in dialogue with the vocabulary of

architecture; Abe Ajay, Joseph Cornell, and Mary

Ann Unger embrace a variety of abstract forms from

geometric to organic; Kiki Smith and John Ahearn

sculpt forms that directly evoke bodies; and Larry

Rivers and Stuart Diamond create paintings that

seem to have exploded out of their two-dimension-

al origins to become relief sculpture.

The selection is made primarily from the

permanent collection with a few key loans to round

out the range of approaches on display. It is part

of a multi-year salute to the Museum’s permanent

collection in honor of the Mount Holyoke College

Art Museum’s 135th anniversary in 2011.

Encounters: Faces of the Ancient Americas

Opening 10 August 2012–ongoing

To 16th-century European observers, artifacts of

indigenous Mesoamerican and South American

peoples possessed a scintillating foreignness that was simultaneously alluring and frighten-

ing. The perceived primitiveness of these objects persisted for centuries, with the first

exhibitions of Ancient American art not appearing in the United States until the 1930s

and ’40s. On view in the Gump Family Gallery, Encounters: Faces of the Ancient Americas

features 27 works of art drawn from the Museum’s sizeable holdings—a rare collegiate

collection that matches the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s in longevity. Disentangled

from lingering biases and misconceptions, these objects represent the sophistication

and technological achievements of cultures that flourished from the 5th century BCE
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until European contact after 1492.

The ceramics on view in this exhibition

are dominated by faces—images of people

from the West Mexican grasslands, the

Yucatán Peninsula, and the arid coastal

plains along the base of the Andes—

constructing a sense of their unique

cultural identities. Each face repre-

sents a member of an individual

society with independent religious

systems and civic structures, ranging

from the extensive cities of the Maya

to the small chiefdoms of the Nasca.

Although distinctive and diverse, the

ceramics of these cultures reveal a similar

reliance on the land and a devotion to preserving the human form in clay. Examining

images of men and women, shamans and deities, and flora and fauna, Encounters offers a

window into the lives and beliefs of the ancient Americans, while highlighting some rarely

exhibited gems of the MHCAM collection.

The Louise R. Weiser Lecture

Features Kenneth Snelson

On September 20th, renowned

sculptor Kenneth Snelson presents

the MHCAM’s second annual Louise

R. Weiser Lecture in Creativity,

Innovation and Leadership through

Art. Entitled “Forces Made Visible”

after his book of the same name,

the lecture highlights the Museum's

initiative to inspire, encourage, and

practice creativity.

Rooted in invention, discovery,

and solution, Snelson's career has led to the creation of a body of work that clearly

expresses a unique vision. A contemporary sculptor and photographer, Kenneth

Snelson creates three-dimensional sculptures composed of flexible and rigid compo-

nents arranged according to the idea of ‘tensegrity’. Shiny metal rods, held together

by networks of tensed aluminum wires, climb into the air at improbable angles, with

an apparent disregard for gravity. Using scientific principles, he creates mesmerizing

works of art that portray the physical world in new and unexpected ways. Soon his

newest work will stand atop the Freedom Tower at One World Trade Center.

Peruvian; Nasca

Vessel with anthropomorphic

being

Ceramic with polychrome

pigments, 325–440 CE

Gift of Sarah A. Nunneley

(Class of 1963)

Photograph Laura Shea

Kenneth Snelson
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Lens Easy-K

Digital print, 1998
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L E A N I N G B A C K in a rustic chair, his right foot propped comfortably on a bench along-

side a brazier of glowing coals, a young man cups a large beer glass in one hand and

blows a plume of pipe smoke into the air. A fellow reveler naps nearby, his own extin-

guished pipe by his elbow. The two friends in the foreground have evidently taken a

break from the convivial card game that continues animatedly behind them, where a

serving maid peers over the shoulder of one player. Dimly evident in the dark back-

ground, a boy taps a keg to supply the merrymakers with yet more alcohol.

This rustic genre scene was one of a great many produced by 17th-century Nether-

landish artists who found a ready market for still-lifes, landscapes, portraits, marine

subjects, and images of social life that appealed to the middle-class collectors who

replaced the nobility and the church as the principal patrons of art. Hendrik Sorgh

(1609/11–1670) was one of those who became part of this secular movement, studying

first with the Antwerp painter David Teniers and later with others in his home town of

Rotterdam. The son of a market ferryman and himself an honorary barge captain, he

became a prosperous and well-regarded artist, a master in the prestigious Guild of St.

Luke by 1637, and its dean by 1669.
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Most of Sorgh’s works are market scenes or

low-life peasant interiors like this one, following the

tradition of Teniers and Adriaen Brouwer, whose

influence emerges in the younger artist’s work. In

fact, the primary figure in the Mount Holyoke

painting is a nearly identical mirror image of the

smoker in a 1638 painting by Brouwer now in the

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Although less well-

known than some of his compatriots, Hendrik Sorgh

was an exceptionally talented painter, and by the

1640s, when he signed this panel, he was at the

height of his powers. The meticulously rendered

still-life of basket, barrel, straw hat, and ceramics in

the right foreground is nothing less than a tour-de-

force rendering of these homely objects which

invites the viewer closer. Sorgh’s intriguing compo-

sition focuses attention on the still-life and the

smoker, whose tunic, leggings, and hat, rendered in

jewel-like colors, stand out against the more sub-

dued palette of the rest of the painting. This half of

the painting is in marked contrast to the back-

ground areas which are executed in a sketchy man-

ner using a nearly monochromatic palette. The

tipped-over stool that bears the artist’s signature

anchors the lower left corner, directing the viewer’s

attention back to the center.

In contrast to Brouwer’s sometimes brutally

satirical scenes of inebriated and stupid peasants

behaving badly in fetid interiors, Sorgh appears to

offer a simple slice of life in which nothing—at least not yet—has gotten out of hand. Even

so, the double-edged message would have been quite clear to the purchaser of this

painting. The Dutch reputation for hard drinking and tobacco smoking—at all levels of

society—was notorious.

The prevalence of scenes depicting decorous feasting, “merry companies,” and much

less decorous tavern and barroom scenes emanated from the impulse to comment on

acceptable and unacceptable social behavior. Sorgh’s peasants, pleasantly sozzled, are

enjoying their leisure time, but underlying the benign scene is the danger of overindul-

gence, time-wasting, and sensual gratification that threatens to overtake them.

As a “visual sermon” the painting serves as a reminder of worldly vanity and the

ephemerality of earthly pleasures. The psalmist’s words that “my days are consumed like

smoke” (Psalms 102:3) are embedded in the painter’s visually appealing composition and

carry the message of Calvinist propriety for those who would have passed by this painting

every day.

The acquisition of the Sorgh painting inspired yet another

addition to the collection—this masterful etching by

Cornelis Dusart, one of the last pupils of Adrien van

Ostade. Four decades later, Dusart continued the popular

tradition of depicting expressive, merrymaking peasants in

rustic interiors.

Cornelis Dusart (Dutch, 1660–1704), The Seated Violinist,

Etching, 1685, Purchase with the John Martyn Warbeke Art Fund
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CONNECT IONS

A S MU S E UM V I S I TO R S contemplate the marvels of history preserved

inside display cases, their attention often shifts between the objects them-

selves and the didactic labels mounted nearby. They might look for the

answers to questions such as: Where did this object come from? How old

is it? Of what is it made? But only the rarest museum-goer thinks to ask

how that work of art found its way onto a museum pedestal.

This is the puzzle that students in Art History Professor Bettina

Bergmann’s art history seminar, “Who Owns the Past?”, set out to answer

in a unique assignment last spring. Faced with the task of researching the

past lives of ancient objects in the collection of the Mount Holyoke

College Art Museum, students found themselves in the role of detective,

tracing not only the acquisition history of Greek lamps and Egyptian

scarabs, but also the fascinating biographies of some of Mount Holyoke’s

most intrepid alumnae and faculty.

Through a collaboration with the Mount Holyoke College Archives

and Special Collections; Library, Information, and Technology Services;

and the MHCAM, students were granted access to a treasure trove of pri-

mary materials and offered the willing assistance of professional staff. Their weekly semi-

nars involved a blend of discussions on the debated topics of cultural property, excavation,

and the history of museum collections, as well as hands-on research sessions that applied

this broader context to real-life experiences. They reviewed departmental records and

scrapbooks, donor files and accession reports, and worked with the Museum staff to

examine their selected objects in person to unlock their hidden stories.

Who Owns the Past?

Elaine Fulton (’12) examines

Minoan potsherds donated to

the MHCAM by Edith

Hayward Hall in 1911

Edith Hall (Instructor of

Classical Archaeology, 1908–

1912, standing second from

right, second row) with archae-

ologist Harriet Boyd and 80

workmen at the Minoan site of

Gournia on the island of Crete

(1904)

Courtesy of the Penn Museum,

image #102168
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The trail of discoveries that organically emerges from original research is never a

direct trajectory, and Bergmann’s nine students each documented their successes and

challenges in a research journal, sharing their progress with their classmates at the begin-

ning of each session. In many cases, the biographies of the objects’ donors unfolded to

reveal similar stories: independent women who pursued careers and lives devoted to

academics and missionary work overseas. Ellen Blakely (Class of 1881), for example, was a

Mount Holyoke College librarian who spent nearly 45 years in Turkey as an unmarried

missionary—a rarity during that time. Other pioneering Museum donors include Caroline

Ransom (Class of 1896), who became the first professionally trained Egyptologist in the

United States, and Edith Hayward Hall (MHC faculty 1908-1912), who earned the inaugur-

al PhD in archaeology from Bryn Mawr College and personally excavated the Minoan

potsherds that she donated to the MHCAM.

Many of these women voyaged across seas and rode pack-laden camels across

deserts. They climbed mountains in Europe, led Red Cross missions in the Middle East,

and bravely donned “bob” haircuts on the South Hadley campus. But ultimately, they were

all collectors, acquiring objects as teaching resources, mementos, and artifacts of their rich

and varied pursuits. Today, these objects complement their handwritten letters and yel-

lowing photographs to narrate the amazing lives of a group of Mount Holyoke women.

CONNECT IONS

Polynesian;

Hawaiian, 19th century

Neck ornament

Human hair, olona fiber,

and whale ivory

Acquired before 1844

HOW DO YO U CON V I N C E students that even the most

daunting research project can flip 180 degrees with just one

significant finding? You look to serendipity! When MHCAM

Curator Wendy Watson joined Professor Bergmann’s class at

an information session hosted by Patricia Albright of

Archives and Special Collections, she listened in disbelief

as the pieces of her own research puzzle fell into place.

Albright read from an 1844 letter composed by

Mount Holyoke student Jerusha Babcock (Class of

1845) describing a missionary meeting at MHC and

the attire of two women from the Sandwich Islands:

“. . . around her neck, a neck-lace of human hair,

taken from the head of captives; the hair was

braided in little braids and a number of hundred

composed the neck-lace; in front, fastened over the

hair was the ponderous tooth of a whale.” To the

great surprise of Bergmann’s students, Watson

retrieved this very object from Museum storage and

unveiled it in class the next week. It was long thought to have

joined the Museum collection sometime before 1892; but Albright’s

randomly selected letter from the MHC Archives revealed the true origin

of this intriguing object, now perhaps one of the earliest additions to

the Museum’s permanent collection.
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T H I S PA S T S P R I N G , visitors to the Museum were just as likely to encounter chemistry

students closely examining works of art in the galleries as they were art history students.

A bit more conspicuous, the chemistry students could often be seen wheeling around gray

carts with laptop computers and infrared camera equipment—giving them a distinct

advantage for seeing more than normally meets the eye.

Utilizing near infrared (NIR) imaging technology in a Museum lab session gives

science students a tool similar to those used by art conservators for understanding the

techniques and alterations of the artist, as well as subsequent restoration attempts. This

experience has become an integral component of the advanced Chemistry course “Atomic

and Molecular Structure” offered each spring by Associate Professor Maria Gomez.

This past spring, however, Professor Gomez extended the opportunity to first-year

students in an exciting new seminar entitled “Using Spectroscopy to Analyze Paintings.”

This special course offers students in the earliest phase of their undergraduate experience

the rare opportunity to spend an entire semester delving into the physical properties of

paintings and other artistic media.

A physical chemist who works on fuel cells, Gomez likes to empower her students

to make interdisciplinary connections because she understands how exciting it can be for

students to discover “the direct relevance chemistry has to things they see every day.” It

was in fact Gomez’s own personal interest in art that led her to attend an NSF-sponsored

workshop on “Art and Chemistry” during the summer of 2004, which inspired her shortly

after to offer a January term course on the spectroscopy of painting.

In that abbreviated entry-level course, Gomez experimented with using simple digital

cameras outfitted with special filters to examine an original work of art in the Museum’s

collection. Working with Curator Wendy Watson to select a painting with potential under-

drawing and other variations hidden beneath the top layer of paint, Gomez and her stu-

dents focused on a Northern Renaissance oil on panel, The Holy Family, from the work-

shop of Flemish artist Joos van Cleve. They made a number of interesting discoveries.

Obscured layers revealed by the infrared light demonstrated alterations in artistic choices

ranging from lengthening one of the putti’s legs to opening the Virgin’s hand from an

initially closed position.

This specialized course was so successful that Gomez and her husband, spectroscopist

Fred Haibach, co-wrote an article in The Chemical Educator, 2007 about employing this

unconventional lab as a pedagogical tool for undergraduate teaching. Using their students’

infrared analysis of the Joos van Cleve painting as a model, they outlined an exercise that

could be replicated at other institutions of higher education in collaboration with their

campus museums.

Professor Gomez’s new first-year seminar this past spring expanded this condensed

lab experience into a semester-long exploration of concepts related to the electromagnetic

CONNECT IONS

Beyond the Visible Spectrum: The Chemistry of Art Analysis
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spectrum, using art as the central object of study and incorporating a number of

sessions at the Museum. Topics covered in the course ranged from learning about the

chemical origins of color and understanding light as both a wave and a particle to study-

ing the anatomy of a painting and investigating how infrared imaging and other forms of

spectroscopy can reveal new information about works of art.

Class visits to the Museum included: a tour with MHCAM staff to learn about a vari-

ety of art-making materials and techniques;

a lab with infrared cameras to examine the

underlayers of paintings; a hands-on session

with Associate Director of the Smith College

Museum of Art David Dempsey who demon-

strated how to use an x-ray fluorescence (XRF)

handheld spectrometer to identify the ele-

mental make-up of selected works of art in

Mount Holyoke’s collection (including ceram-

ic vessels, paintings, coins, and metalwork);

and finally, a special session about art conser-

vation with Marigene Butler ‘53, former Art

Museum Advisory Board member and Head

of Conservation Emerita at the Philadelphia

Museum of Art.

Professor Gomez’s main objective for the

seminar was to teach this motivated group of

students enough basic chemistry that they

could begin to access the scientific literature

they needed to pursue independent research

on projects of their choosing. Not limited to

the realm of painting, students gave presenta-

tions and wrote final papers on a range of

topics from photography, luminescence, and

the chemistry of ceramics to methods for

detecting forgeries and the art of restoration.

In true liberal arts fashion, one student

in the course, Ashley Kosa ’15, was able to

further her study of a selection of Italian tin-glazed pottery known as maiolica from the

Museum’s collection after having written an in-depth paper during the previous semester

for a Renaissance art history class on these same objects. “It was thrilling to first learn

about the art historical context of these fascinating works of art and then continue my

study of them from a chemist’s standpoint, which opened up areas of research I never

imagined.”

For these students, seeing art from a scientific point of view is just the beginning of

discovering whole worlds that exist beyond the visible realm.

Professor Maria Gomez and

students examine art using

infrared technology

Photograph Laura Shea

David Dempsey teaches

students how to use an x-ray

fluorescence (XRF) handheld

spectrometer

CONNECT IONS
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T H E D R AM AT I C L A R G E C A N VA S by Luca Giordano, Perseus Turning the Followers of

Phineas to Stone, is a central feature of the Museum’s Cary Gallery and a perennial favorite

with visitors. On loan to the Museum since 1984, the painting’s varnish had become

increasingly opaque with age, concealing Giordano’s bravura brushstrokes, pigments, and

eventually even the rendering of the mythical story itself. With generous support from the

lenders, the painting was conserved this past winter and spring at the Williamstown Art

Conservation Center under the direction of Sandra Webber.

The canvas—which measures 66 by 88 inches—had been relined at least twice in its

history to contend with numerous damages that had occurred over the years. Webber

began by removing the old varnish and restorations, pausing to accommodate a visit to

the lab by Director John Stomberg, Curator Wendy Watson, and a group of Mount

Holyoke student interns. This mid-treatment seminar provided

a unique opportunity for students to experience the discussions

that take place regularly between curators and conservators,

and to see an Old Master painting in the midst of a major

treatment.

Webber and WACC conservation intern Christine Roman

laboriously removed old backings and glues, relined the paint-

ing on new linen, filled old losses, inpainted missing areas,

applied a final varnish layer, and returned it to its frame for tran-

sit to South Hadley. The finished product—after more than 220

hours of work—is nothing short of astonishing. Back on the wall

at Mount Holyoke, the paint-

ing appears much as Luca

Giordano himself would have

seen it when it left his studio.

Returned to its original glory,

its remarkable theatrical com-

position and powerful figures

were revealed, playing out

Perseus’s story once again on

the artist’s canvas stage.

CONSERVAT ION

Revealing Luca Giordano

Conserving the Giordano at the

Williamstown Art Conservation

Center

Luca Giordano (Italian,

1632–1705)

Perseus Turning Phineas and His

Followers to Stone

Oil on canvas, ca. 1680

Anonymous loan
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Joseph Allen Skinner: A Life in Objects

Continuing through 31 October 2012

Since January 1, 1932, the Joseph Allen

Skinner Museum has been telling tales of

people’s lives through the objects that

made up their days, both mundane and

exceptional. A 20th-century cabinet of

curiosities, the Museum became part of

Mount Holyoke College upon its founder’s

death in 1946. Today it is administered by

the MHCAM and continues to be preserved

as a resource for the campus and community, in keeping with Joseph Skinner’s original

vision. This year, as we mark the 150th birthday of Joseph Skinner and continue to

celebrate the 80th anniversary of his museum, we have examined what his collection

could tell us about the life of the founder and namesake in an exhibition entitled Joseph

Allen Skinner: A Life in Objects.

Joseph Allen Skinner (1862–1946) occupies a unique place in the history of

Mount Holyoke College, the towns of South Hadley, Holyoke, and Williamsburg, and the

community at large. This exhibition reveals the arc of his life through the objects he col-

lected. Because Joseph Skinner left little in the way of written documents, his collections

have become his biography, and an intriguing one at that. As we explore his early life in

Williamsburg alongside the original family silk mills, the devastation of the Mill River Flood

of 1874, the reestablishment of the mills in Holyoke, and Joseph’s own successes, service,

travel, collecting and the creation of his museum, this exhibition serves as a testament to

the man and his passions.

While Joseph Skinner took collecting to exceptional levels, many of us seek to

capture or represent our own existence in some fashion. After the Mill River Flood,

13-year-old Joseph Skinner tried to make sense of his world, starting with a pocketful

of rocks. Over the years, his “pocket” simply grew larger. This exhibition asks visitors to

examine their own pockets—what is it that they collect, and why?

For Joseph Skinner, much of his life concerned friends and community, but even

more so—family. Every generation or so, the Skinner family gathers at their ancestral

home, Wistariahurst, in Holyoke, to make connections and to celebrate their shared roots.

This past June, the Skinner family reunited once again, well over a hundred strong, in a

group that included direct descendants—grandchildren and great-grandchildren—as well

as myriad nieces, nephews and cousins. Many of them visited the Joseph Allen Skinner

Museum for the very first time.

AT THE SK INNER

Descendants of Joseph Allen

Skinner toured the Skinner

Museum with Assistant Curator

Cheryl Harned in June 2012
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On Board

Last spring, the Art Museum Advisory Board bade farewell to four important members

who, through a combined 123 years of service, supported the growth and development of

the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum in countless ways.

MA R I G E N E H A R R I N G TO N B U T L E R ’ 5 3 , worked as a conservator throughout her

professional life, capping her career as the Head of Conservation at the Philadelphia

Museum of Art from 1978 until her retirement in 1997. She generously shared her exper-

tise with staff and students at both the MHCAM and the Skinner Museum for 34 years.

S U S A N B . M AT H E S O N ’ 6 8 oversees the Yale University Art Gallery’s collections of

ancient art as the Molly and Walter Bareiss Curator of Ancient Art. For 16 years, since

1996, she offered her professional skills and wisdom to the Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum, most recently in her role as chair of the Long-Range Planning Committee.

Since 1995, S U S A N B O NN E V I L L E W E AT H E R B I E ’ 7 2 unstintingly gave the

MHCAM Advisory Board the benefit of her years of experience as a collector and as a

leader on numerous other boards in the art world. For eight of those years she served as

Board Chair helping to shepherd the Museum through its building expansion in

2000–2002.

Author, collector, and philanthropist S H E L B Y B A I E R WH I T E ’ 5 9 served on the MHC

Art Museum Advisory Board since 1968. In addition to her involvement with the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Institute for Advanced Study, The New York Botanical

Garden, and the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University, she

found time to support the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum as a member of the Board

for more than 40 years.

N EWS

In May, members of the

Museum’s Director’s Circle

traveled to Washington, D.C.

for a behind-the-scenes-tour at

the National Gallery with

Arthur Wheelock, Curator of

Northern Baroque Painting, as

well as visits to unparalleled

public and private collections

ranging from Dutch Old Master

painting to dynamic contempo-

rary sculpture. Here the group

is shown in one of the rooms at

the U.S. Department of State.
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NEWSArthur M. Sackler Foundation Donates Works of Art to the Museum

In July, the Mount Holyoke College Art Museum was delighted to

receive a landmark donation of 17 works of art from the Arthur M.

Sackler Foundation. In a letter from Elizabeth Sackler, President and

Chief Executive of the Foundation, the Museum was notified that

these objects, which had been on loan since 2004, were being

converted into outright gifts. Ms. Sackler noted that it was the

unanimous wish of the Foundation’s board to give these exceptional

works of art in honor of the Museum’s record of innovative

approaches to interdisciplinary teaching with art.

Comprising works from Asia and the Near East, the objects

being given date from the second or third millennium BCE to the

early 17th century CE and add to the existing strength of Asian and

Islamic art in the MHCAM collection. Key works include a pair of

Tang dynasty (609-907 CE) ceramic camels, a painted wood sculp-

ture of the bodhisattva Guanyin from China, a bronze Buddha from Thailand, and clay

vessels from Iran.

Currently on view in the Warbeke Gallery of Asian Art, the works have been used

extensively in courses on subjects as diverse as the Silk Road and the food of ancient

China and Italy. Indicating an appreciation for MHCAM’s focus on the use of its collection

in education at all levels, the Foundation wrote, “For more than 40 years, The Arthur M.

Sackler Foundation has been committed to making its collections available to students,

scholars, and the general public. It is our firm belief that your museum and college will

carry our goals into the future, enhancing the lives of so very many individuals. Your

interdisciplinary use is exemplary.”

“We are truly grateful to the Arthur M. Sackler Foundation for this extraordinary gift”,

commented Mount Holyoke President, Lynn Pasquerella. “The Museum is a centerpiece

of liberal learning at Mount Holyoke, and each of these works will contribute enormously

to our goal of integrating art throughout the curriculum and fostering interdisciplinary

collaboration.”

Arthur M. Sackler (1913–1987), physician, entrepreneur, and philanthropist, made

his fortune in the pharmaceutical field. He was also a scholar and collector of art, who

acquired objects from India, Japan and the Near East, as well as from Europe and the

New World; his collection of Chinese ceramics, bronzes, jades, and sculpture was one of

the most important outside of China. Donating to many of the world’s leading cultural

and academic institutions, Sackler endowed galleries, often with his brothers, at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art and Princeton University, the Arthur M. Sackler Museum at

Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the Arthur M. Sackler Museum of Art

and Archaeology at Peking University in Beijing, the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery of the

Smithsonian Institution, in Washington, D.C., and the Jillian & Arthur M. Sackler Wing at

the Royal Academy, London. According to Dr. Sackler, “Great art, like science and the

humanities, can never remain as the possession of one individual, creator or collector . . .

great art and all culture belongs to all humankind.”

Persian, Seljuk period, late

12th /early 13th century

Tankard with Ten Princely

Figures

Minai ware; clay, glazes, enamel

pigments, and leaf-gilding

Gift of the Arthur M. Sackler

Foundation, New York

Thai, 15th–16th century

Standing Buddha

Cast bronze, gold, shell, and

resin

Gift of the Arthur M. Sackler

Foundation, New York
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Benefactor ($2500 and up)

Norman F. Abbott

Ann N. Aceves

Astrid Rehl Baumgardner

Stephanie Beling

Lisa A. Carl

Alice DeLana

Patricia Falkenberg

Linda Friedlaender

Anne G. Garonzik

Christiana Gianopulos

Elizabeth C. Gump

Julie Herzig Desnick

Phyllis Lee Levin

Julie Loria

Robert Marcus

Susan B. Matheson

Susan Noonan

Lawrence Siddall

Elizabeth Stahl

Gay Strickler

Susan Vicinelli

Jennifer Vorbach

Susan B. Weatherbie

Shelby White

Director’s Circle ($1000–$2499)

Virginia A. Aaron

Joyce Ahrens

Compton Allyn

Patricia Andringa

Norman E. Aubrey

David R. Baker

Jane A. Barth

Melissa Bowen-Rees

Mary B. Buchan

Renee Cary

Constance Christensen

Nancy Goff

Beverly Greenberg

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hazen

Helene Herzig

Ludmila Schwarzenberg Hess

Jane Gaar Kahan

K. Priscilla Kisiel

Gregg McCarty Wang

Dorothy Metzger Habel

Madeleine P. Plonsker

Gail Hunt Reeke

Katharine Thomson Smith

Judith K. Stein

Pamela B. Stuart

Susan S. Sullivan

Katherine A. Suplee

Janet Hickey Tague

Rebecca M. Valette

John Varriano

Elise Wallace

Katherine Wallin

Annetta Kimball Weaver

Anita Corman Weinblatt

Harriet Weissman

David Wilson

Patron ($500–$999)

Marigene H. Butler

Mary Beth Topor Daniel

Mildred C. and Carl Darrow

Jane Hurt

Rebecca L. Keim

Winifred B. Lowell

Judith W. Mann

Milton and Marion Prigoff

Carolyn C. Topor

Sponsor ($250–$499)

Brian T. Allen

Alicia Buccino

Marjorie B. Cohn

Polly C. Ehrgood

Nancy Gardner

Daphne and Stephan Hall

Evelyn J. Harden

Dwight Mason

Jennifer Warburton

Marion Richards Wise

Contributor ($100–$249)

Ellen Alvord

Jane N. Beatty

Ellen Bernstein

Elizabeth Brothers

Susan R. Brown

Joan Ciruti

Barbara G. Clinkenbeard

Amy Driscoll

Patricia Hope Edmonds

Martha Ferry

Harriet F. Friedlander

Gillian Furniss

Virginia M. Geils

Ann Iselin Harwood

Barbara R. Hastorf

Inge Heckel

Margaret Henry

Claudette Hollenbeck

Marjorie Kaufman

Elise K. Kenney

Barbara Kolb

Naomi V. Lindahl

Rosamond Mack

Harriett Chutter Mathews

Dorothy and Norman McCulloch Jr.

Susan McGreevy

Deborah McIntosh

Will Millard

Elizabeth Odell

Stephen Petegorsky

Ellin Rosenzweig

Robert Shilkret

Alice N. Smith

Juli S. Towell

Julie C. Van Camp

Nancy VanHorn

Mary Ann Weiss

Dana Whyte

Anne Windham

Richard Wood

Jane A. Zimmy

Family/Dual Member ($50–$99)

Lois D. Arnold

Jameson Baxter

Jesse E. Brownback III

Joyce Buckingham

Valerie Byrnes

Mary E. P. Commager

Diane Dietzen

Priscilla J. Engle

Mr. and Mrs. John M. Foley

Wayne Gass

Anna Gonosova

Eugene Hill

Margaret E. Jodoin

Mary E. Kates

Julia H. Kilby

Tom Lake

Joanne Leaman

Jennifer Lind

Clara R. Ludwig

Samuel McCollom

Natalie McNerney

Anne Mercogliano

Sarah Montgomery

John C. Osgood

Lilian M.C. Randall

Joan and Michael Rosner

Barbara G. Seelig

Anna D. Shaw

Sandra R. Smith

Joan C. Steiger

Sally B. Strazdins

Mila and John Waldman

Rosalind Waters

Nancy M. Westermann

Allegra Williams

Nancy L. Zuraw

Individual Member ($30–$49)

Samuel D. Armstrong

Elinor Azenberg

Lisa Baskin

Marilyn U. Bauriedel

Suzanne Kathleen Bergeron

Susan B. Betzer

Frieda Bjornson

Sarah N. Chasse

Nancy L. Coleman

Catherine H. Connor

Stephany Fishman Cousins

Ruth D. Cowan

Marilyn C. Dahl

Karen Davis

Joan Davison

Anna and Daniel Dindal

Jane Eccles

Judith Ellenburg

Jane G. Ferguson

Maura F. Fickett

Mary Flannery

Ellen M. Foley

Arnold Friedmann

Ellen B. Friedrich

Ann Ginsburgh Hofkin

Gwendolyn Glass

Philippa Goold

Karen J. Grencho

Mary H. Hall

Anne Gay Hartman

J. Parker Huber

Rosalie Kelley

Eleanor Klepacki

Stephanie Gibbons Klug

Nora Lambert

Michele M.A. LaPalme

Diana Larkin

Gail Lebow

Gail Llewellyn

Rose Criscitiello Longo

Helen Mar Parkin

Claire Mead

We gratefully
acknowledge
our members
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Bridgette E. Miller

Pat Nelen

Pamela Orczyk

Anita Page

Melissa Palmer

Indira Peterson

Ann P. Pratt

Patricia Leahy Preston

Susan E. Saxe

Kathleen Sharkey

Ludlow B. Smethurst

Sonya Sofield

Bonnie Stretch

Jennett L. Teece

Anne Wells

Emily L. Wick

Sarah G. Wise

Student/Young Alumna

'07–'12 ($10)

Theresa Antonellis

Gabriella Christian-Sola

Caroline D'Amario

Chetana Daniels

Caroline Gillaspie

Julia M. Isenberg

Ashley Kosa

Natalie Kulikowski

Natasha Nesic

Elizabeth Petcu

Sarah Racicot

Victoria Schmidt-Scheuber

Miriam Stevens

Leixin Zhu

And special thanks to the

foundations that support the

work of the Museum

Leon Levy Foundation

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

Tower Foundation

CA L ENDAR

Fall Exhibitions

Kara Walker: Harper’s Pictorial History of the

Civil War (Annotated)

31 August–23 December 2012

African American Artists and the Experimental

Printmaking Institute: The Janet Hickey Tague

'66 Collection

1 August–23 December 2012

Against the Wall: Relief Sculpture from the

Collection

1 August 2012–ongoing

Encounters: Faces of the Ancient Americas

10 August 2012–ongoing

Fall Events

Thursday, 6 September 2012, 4:30 p.m.

Gallery Talk

Against the Wall: Contemporary Art from the

Collection

John Stomberg, Florence Finch Abbott Director

Futter Gallery

Reception to follow

Thursday, 13 September 2012, 4:30 p.m.

Exhibition Opening

Kara Walker: Harper’s Pictorial History of the

Civil War (Annotated)

Panel Discussion with

• Elizabeth Young, Carl M. and Elsie A. Small

Professor of English, Mount Holyoke College

• Patricia A. Banks, Associate Professor of

Sociology, Mount Holyoke College

• John Stomberg,

Florence Finch Abbott Director,

Mount Holyoke College Art Museum

Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College

Reception to follow

Thursday, 20 September 2012, 4:30 p.m.

The Louise R. Weiser Lecture in Creativity,

Innovation, and Leadership through Art

“Forces Made Visible”

Kenneth Snelson, sculptor

Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College

Reception to follow

Art à la Carte Gallery Talk Series

Thursday, 4 October 2012

12:20–12:50 p.m

Kara Walker: Harper’s Pictorial History of the

Civil War (Annotated)

Emily Wood, Art Museum Advisory Board

Fellow

Weissman Gallery

Thursday, 25 October 2012,

12:20–12:50 p.m

African American Artists and the

Experimental Printmaking Institute:

The Janet Hickey Tague '66 Collection

Ellen Alvord, Andrew W. Mellon Coordinator

of Academic Affairs

Warbeke Gallery

Thursday, 8 November 2012

12:20–12:50 p.m.

Gallery Talk

In conjunction with the 175th anniversary

of Mount Holyoke College

“The Making of a Museum”

Wendy Watson, Curator

Museum galleries

Thursday, 29 November 2012

12:20–12:50 p.m.

Encounters: Faces of the Ancient Americas

Rachel Beaupré, Assistant Curator

Gump Family Gallery

For more information, call 413.538.2245 or visit www.mtholyoke.edu/artmuseum

Kenneth Snelson

(American, b. 1927)

Easy Landing

Stainless steel, 1977

Collection: City of

Baltimore, MD

Image courtesy of the artist
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Membership categories

Student/Young Alumna
(Mount Holyoke students or

alumnae in classes 2007-2012) $10

Individual Member $30

Family/Dual Member $50

Contributor $100

Sponsor $250

Patron $500

Director’s Circle $1,000

Benefactor $2,500 and up
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� I would like information on bequests, life

insurance annuities, endowed funds, gifts of art,

and other planned giving opportunities.

Please send form and check, payable to

MHCAM Friends of Art, to Mount Holyoke

College Art Museum, Lower Lake Road, South

Hadley, MA 01075-1499. Questions? Call 413-

538-2245 or email artmuseum@mtholyoke.edu.
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Mount Holyoke College

ABOVE: Attributed to Michael Wolgemut (German, 1434–1519), Moses creating

Aaron a high priest and his sons priests (detail), woodcut with hand coloring, 1491,

purchase with funds given by Patricia Altman Falkenberg (Class of 1964) in loving

memory of Roger Aaron, husband of Virginia Altman Aaron (Class of 1966)

Museum Hours: Tuesday–Friday, 11 a.m.–5 p.m. and weekends, 1–5 p.m.

Admission is free. Donations are welcome. Fully accessible.

413-538-2245 www.mtholyoke.edu/artmuseum

To sign up for MHCAM News and receive

exhibition and event announcements, go to

www.mtholyoke.edu/artmuseum.

Become a Friend of Art.
Friends of Art provides crucial funding for special

exhibitions, publications, and public programs. Friends

receive invitations to opening receptions, lectures, and

other events as well as the newsletter. Memberships,

valid for one year, are tax-deductible contributions to

support Mount Holyoke College Art Museum.
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